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Reduced Complexity Sequence Detection for
High-Order Partial Response Channels

Michael Leung, Borivoje Nikolic´, Member, IEEE, Leo Ki-Chun Fu, and Taehyun Jeon

Abstract—Detector hardware complexity of high-order partial
response magnetic read channels is a major obstacle to high data
rate operation and reduced area and power consumption. The
method presented here reduces the complexity of single-step and
two-step implementations of the Viterbi detector by applying
a distance-enhancing code that eliminates some states from the
code trellis. The complexity of the detector is further reduced
by eliminating less-probable branches from the trellis. This is
accomplished by a simple control mechanism that uses the signs
of the consecutive input samples. The reduced set of add-com-
pare-select (ACS) units is dynamically assigned to the detector
states, decreasing the complexity of the Viterbi detector by
roughly 50%. This method is demonstrated on high-order partial
response systems with the E2PR4 target and an 11-level/32-state
target. The simulation results show negligible bit error rate (BER)
degradation for signal-to-noise ratios in the range of operation of
contemporary disk drive read channels.

Index Terms—Magnetic recording, partial response signalling,
recording codes, Viterbi detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE LEVEL OF intersymbol interference between neigh-
boring recorded bits in magnetic recording channels in-

creases with recording density. For such channels, maximum-
likelihood (ML) sequence detection is proven to be the optimum
decoding method [1]. The asymptotically optimal method of im-
plementing the ML detection technique uses the Viterbi algo-
rithm [2], [3]. A practical technique to employ ML detection is
to equalize the channel to partial response (PR) targets [4], [5]
of the form

(1)

where denotes a unit sample delay.

A frequently used set of targets is represented by a class of
polynomials [6]

(2)

When , the channel is known as partial response class-4
(PR4); corresponds to extended PR4 (EPR4); is
usually denoted as EPR4.
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The Viterbi detector for a partial response channel of degree
requires a -state implementation. It is generally real-

ized as an array of single-step add-compare-select (ACS)
units. As the recording density increases, the number of terms
in the suitable PR target will grow to avoid excessive noise en-
hancement. Hardware complexity will, thus, also increase be-
cause the complexity of the Viterbi detector will double for
every additional allowed bit of interference.

The method described in this paper significantly reduces the
complexity of the detector by eliminating the less-probable
paths in the trellis. It is general and can be applied to any
type of coding, to a variety of PR channels, as well as to both
single-step and two-step detectors. However, the resulting
reduction in complexity depends on the code used. The method
that we developed is here applied to two high-order PR chan-
nels, which results in roughly 50% reduced complexity.

This paper is organized into eight sections, and this introduc-
tion serves as Section I. Section II describes recent coding and
detection techniques employed in practical magnetic recording
systems. In Section III, the new trellis code is introduced and
the application of the new code to reduce the detector com-
plexity is discussed. Section IV describes the new technique of
trellis reduction based on pruning the unlikely branches. Sec-
tion V shows the application of the trellis reduction to the EPR4
channel, and Section VI deals with the reduced complexity de-
tection in other high-order PR channels. Section VII presents a
complexity estimation, and Section VIII summarizes the paper.

II. TECHNIQUES INMAGNETIC CHANNELS

A. Two-Step Viterbi Detector Implementation

The performance of the Viterbi detector is crucial to the per-
formance of the entire magnetic read channel. Design of Viterbi
detectors for high data rate operation is a well-known chal-
lenge because a tight feedback loop in the ACS unit makes
pipelining difficult. Applying a one-step look-ahead scheme to
the ACS unit roughly doubles the throughput of the system [7],
resulting in a two-step (radix-4) implementation. In single-step
implementations, the ACS units are two-way, and in the case of
two-step implementations, they are four-way. Each single-step
ACS unit consists of two adders and one subtractor, whereas
a four-way ACS unit consists of four adders and six parallel
subtractors. As shown in Table I, the overall complexity of a
four-way ACS is about three times that of a two-way ACS, given
that an adder is 1.5 times larger than a subtractor. The increase
in complexity makes it difficult for a two-step Viterbi detector
to meet the desired two times speed improvement, whereas the
power and area of the implementation are increased. Reducing

0733–8716/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE
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TABLE I
SIZES OFDIFFERENTACS UNITS

TABLE II
CLOSED ERROR EVENTS IN E PR4. SEQUENCES INBRACKETS CAN

OCCUR ONE OR MORE TIMES

the complexity of the two-step detector allows for trading area
and power for speed.

B. Time-Varying Maximum Transition Runlength (TMTR)
Codes and Quasi-MTR (QMTR) Code

Recently, several trellis codes that eliminate the most
common error events by using coding constraints have been
proposed for PR signaling [8]–[18]. Most common errors in
higher order PR channels are caused by sequences of three or
more consecutive recorded transitions. Therefore, restricting
the maximum transition runlength (MTR) in the recording code
can eliminate dominant error events. The list of short distance
error events for the EPR4 channel is summarized in Table II.
Error events (sequences) can be defined as differences between
recorded and detected data

User data: (3)

Channel input: (4)

Channel output: (5)

Bliss [12]–[14], Karabedet al. [11] and Knudsen–Fitzpatrick
et al. [17] introduced at the same time a 8/9 block code that
maps eight input bits into nine code bits with time-varying MTR
(TMTR) constraints. The major disadvantage of this code is that
its restriction on allowed tribits requires an implementation of
the Viterbi detector that is variable in time, which significantly
increases the detector’s complexity and reduces the speed.

The TMTR block code is constructed by deleting all code-
words that contain quadbits and by restricting tribits to certain
positions [11]. Because the beginning of the tribit is allowed
at positions 2, 4, 6, and 9, with the tribit starting at position 9

being wrapped up in the next word, this implementation results
in a time-varying trellis. When the code is applied to an EPR4
trellis, the resulting detector still has 16 states. Two states, 0101
and 1010, have to be eliminated from the trellis in cycles 1, 3,
5, 7, and 8, and the trellis changes every nine cycles to conform
to code constraints. The realignment of the detector is, thus, re-
quired every nine cycles to accommodate these changes. The
TMTR block code results in maximum zero runlength of
[14]. Higher rate codes are possible by relaxing the MTR con-
straints. In [17], a construction of a rate 9/10 code, which also
requires a time-varying detector, is reported.

To avoid code-rate loss in the TMTR code, a rate 16/17
quasi-MTR (QMTR) code was reported in [19]. The code
eliminates quadbits but leaves all tribits, which results in a
higher code rate. The application of the QMTR code in general
does not increase the minimum error distance, but it reduces
the number of possible error events. In the EPR4 channel, the
QMTR eliminates the dominant error events of types 2, 3, and
4 from Table II, leaving only two remaining error patterns to
be corrected by a postprocessor.

C. Turbo-Postprocessing and Parity Bits

An alternative way of coping with dominant error events
uses a postprocessor to correct them. As originally proposed by
Wood [20], Turbo-PRML enhances the performance of the PR4
channel. A Turbo-PRML detector consists of a conventional
PR detector followed by a postprocessor controlled by an error
filter block. The filter correlates the ideal PRML samples with
actual equalized PRML samples. If the correlation exceeds a
specified threshold value, the possible error is corrected in the
postprocessor.

To enhance the performance of error postprocessing, parity
bits can be appended to channel data blocks consisting of several
codewords [21]. Usually, one or more parity bits can be used to
identify occurrence of an error in a block. Error filters, matched
to a selected set of dominant error events, are used to pinpoint
the error location and to correct the error if the detected parity
is incorrect.

D. Reduced Complexity Sequence Detector

It has been demonstrated that the sequence could be estimated
using reduced-state estimation with a small loss in the error rate
[22]. The performance loss is larger than 1 dB for the EPR4
channel and is unacceptable for the magnetic recording applica-
tions. Near-optimal performance was achieved in EPR4-equal-
ized magnetic read channels, with significantly reduced compu-
tational requirements [23]. A method proposed in [24], based on
the elimination of paths with higher error distances, resulted in
a capability to share hardware between states of the detector.

The complexity of the Viterbi detector can be reduced by dy-
namically eliminating improbable branches from the trellis [23].
Shafiee and Moon proposed a method of reducing the detec-
tion complexity of the EPR4 equalized sequence by dividing the
range of data into six “ambiguity zones.” Ambiguity zone detec-
tion was first proposed by Kobayashi in 1971 [25]. Equalization
targets in EPR4 are and and they repre-
sent the boundaries between six ambiguity zones:

and . This
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elimination of trellis branches is dependent on the values of
channel samples, and a maximum of only two values are al-
lowed as the output of the PR channel. Two values are al-
lowed for zones and
only one value is allowed for zones and .
The probability of noise added—such that it brings the sample
outside of the zone—is small, assuming a high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) operating range. This leads to a simplification of
the EPR4 trellis by elimination of restricted branches. The size
of the detector is, thus, significantly reduced, but its implemen-
tation is complicated by adding time variance.

Other approaches to reducing the complexity of the Viterbi
detector have been proposed in [26] and [27]. Instead of elim-
inating improbable branches from the trellis, these approaches
focus on merging trellis states. Using similar concepts as in set
partitioning [28], symmetric trellis states are paired and merged
to share ACS resources by creating parallel branches. Incoming
sample values [27] or preliminary decisions in the survival reg-
isters [26] are used to discriminate the paths within the parallel
branches. In [27], a compare-select-add (CSA) structure is used
[29], which requires the comparison, selection, and addition op-
erations to be carried out sequentially to reduce the hardware.
The trellis simplification method in [27] is not systematic and
produces nonoptimal CSA sharing. Multiplexers are required at
the input and output of ACS units and in branch metrics addi-
tions. Using preliminary decisions [26] reduces the number of
trellis states by half, but it introduces an additional tight feed-
back loop. Decisions from the ACS units of the current compu-
tation cycle are needed to generate branch metrics for the next
cycle. A typical implementation requires parallel branch metrics
hardware, and the ACS decisions would be used to multiplex in
the correct branch metric values at the end of the computation
cycle.

III. T RELLIS REDUCTION BY CODING CONSTRAINTS ANDRATE

8/9 TMTR CODE WITH STATIONARY DETECTOR

Application of coding can affect the trellis and the complexity
of the detector by defining constraints that restrict the occur-
rence of certain patterns in the code. One of the commonly used
codes that reduces the complexity of the matching detector in
the E PR4 channel is the rate 2/3 (1, 7) runlength-limited (RLL)
code [30]. The resulting trellis has 10 states, compared with 16
states for a full trellis. The code has distance-enhancing prop-
erties similar to the TMTR code, but the code rate is low. How-
ever, a rate 8/9 TMTR code requires a time-varying detector. A
time-invariant trellis with some states permanently eliminated
allows for the use of a lower complexity sequence detector to
match the code constraints.

To explore the TMTR code structure for possible trellis com-
plexity reduction, a new rate 16 : 18 TMTR code is derived. The
code has a maximum zero runlength of and the same dis-
tance properties as the rate 8/9 TMTR code. The resulting trellis
has a period of 2, rather than of 9. The application of this code
keeps the two-step implementation of the detector stationary.

The new code eliminates the same distance error events as
the 8/9 TMTR code, by not allowing quadbits in codewords and
by limiting the occurrence of tribits to certain bit positions in-

Fig. 1. Rate 16 : 18 TMTR code with an illustration of resolving boundary
quadbits and tribits.

side the codeword. Expansion of the constraints to 18-bit code-
words [12] and creation of a 16 : 18 block code result in a sta-
tionary trellis. However, direct 16- to 18-bit mapping would
require large encoding/decoding logic and the resulting code
would have long byte error properties.

The new code is constructed by an initial encoding of odd and
even user data bytes separately. The odd codewords allow tribits
to start at even bit positions, whereas even codewords allow
tribits to start at odd bit positions, thus, resulting in possible con-
catenation. If after the initial encoding either a quadbit or a tribit
at a position that violates the MTR constraint is detected at the
boundary between the odd and even codewords, the even code-
word is remapped to a set of reserved codewords. Information
about the remapping is encoded in the adjacent odd codeword,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 [15]. Practical error propagation is lim-
ited to two bytes. Three-byte error propagation is possible only
when an error event of 5 bits in length hits both remapped bits
in the odd codeword.

The encoder and decoder are designed using “gated” parti-
tions [16], which results in about 2.5 more complexity than a
TMTR encoder/decoder. However, this increased complexity is
still a very small portion of the read channel chip.

This code, when applied to the EPR4 trellis, requires only
a 14-state, two-step, stationary Viterbi detector instead of a
16-state detector. These 14 states require eight four-way and six
three-way ACS units for implementation, as shown in Fig. 2.

IV. I MPROVED METHOD OFTRELLIS REDUCTION

The complexity of the Viterbi detector can be reduced by
dynamically eliminating improbable branches from the trellis,
based on the values of channel samples [23]. The scheduling
of dynamically assigned ACS units is complicated, especially
when it is applied to high-order PR targets. When postpro-
cessing techniques are used to correct dominant errors in the
Viterbi detector, the number of pruned branches has to be
carefully determined so that the reduced trellis operation will
not affect the overall bit error rate (BER). An example of an
E PR4 trellis is used as a demonstration of the improved trellis
reduction scheme.

With the application of a trellis code to the EPR4 channel,
the minimum squared distance for an error event is 10. This cor-
responds to a single-bit channel-input error event, ,
or equivalently, at the output of the
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Fig. 2. Two-step EPR4 trellis with states 1010 and 0101 eliminated by coding
constraints.

channel. For sample-by-sample threshold detection, the equiv-
alent sample error event for a noiseless sample of valuebeing
segmented into the regions [ ] or [ ] is

. Therefore, for an observed sample of value, pruning
off all trellis branches except those that correspond to [

], where and are the ceiling and floor of,
will have little effect on the overall system BER. The effective
error distance of pruning out the true branch is

dB larger than that of the dominant error event of type
. Moreover, the error distance of common trellis-coded

E PR4 error events, e.g., will fur-
ther be reduced by correlation between the noise samples. The
probability of misdetecting the true signal sequenceas an-
other signal sequence (assuming is also a
valid sequence) is

(6)

where and is the variance of the noise projected
into the error event subspace along the direction of the error
event

(7)

Fig. 3. Relative error event SNR for pruning error and three dominant regular
error events. SNR is normalized such that the relative SNR forEx = [+] is
zero at user density of 3.5.

is the vector representation of , and is the auto-
correlation matrix of the noise at the output of the equalizer.
For the error event the cor-
responding ’s are and

. To compare the probability
of pruning the true branch (ey = [4]) to various dominant error
events in trellis-coded EPR4 systems, we denote as
the error event SNR for .

Fig. 3 shows the relative error event SNR for a Lorentzian
pulse with white Gaussian noise. Four error event SNR curves
are charted, including the trellis pruning error event, ,
and the three most dominant error events in a trellis-coded
E PR4 system. As shown in Fig. 3, the SNR for the pruning
error event is at least 3 dB larger than for the other dominant
error events. It is around 4 dB better than (rather than
only 2.04 dB), due to the effect of noise sample correlation.
Furthermore, the SNR penalty for pruning this error event is
significantly larger than for the next two regular dominant
error events. Therefore, the effect of branch pruning on system
BER should be insignificant even if postprocessing is used to
further eliminate major dominant error events. This effect will
be further demonstrated by simulation results for a practical
system.

The separation of all possible input cases that correspond to
for each sample value would result in

complicated control and selection logic. In this paper, a simple
methodology of trellis reduction is traced. A single threshold at
zero is used. The method uses the sign of a short sequence of
data samples to configure the detector:

1) If the input signal is greater than 0, most of the negative
signal levels are disallowed. When the input signal is neg-
ative, most of the positive signal levels are disallowed.

2) Further trellis reduction is possible by observing the signs
of preceding and following input samples. Because cer-
tain states would be disallowed by the polarity of previous
samples and because other states will be disallowed by the
polarity of the following samples, additional branches can
be pruned from the trellis in the current state.

3) Additional trellis branches are added back to the pruned
trellis to simplify the ACS unit assignment.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 4. Reduced trellises for the incoming signal samples, previous one, current two, and next one, marked as positive (+) or negative (�): (a)� � ��, (b)
���+, (c)��+�, (d)��++, (e)�+��, (f) �+�+, (g)�++�, and (h)�+++.

The effect of these trellis-pruning steps can be more easily un-
derstood by examining their application to the EPR4 trellis in
the next section.

V. REDUCED COMPLEXITY DETECTORIMPLEMENTATION IN

THE E PR4 CHANNEL

With the application of the new TMTR code, the states 0101
and 1010 are permanently eliminated and the resulting two-step
E PR4 trellis has only 14 states, as shown in Fig. 2. The method
outlined in Section IV is applied to the resulting trellis.

1) If the input signal level is greater than 0, the allowed
input levels are and when the input

signal level is less than 0, the allowed input levels are
.

2) A sequence of four incoming samples is analyzed, and
the resulting two-step trellis is formed. The selection is
based on the preceding sample, two current samples, and
the next sample.

Based on the above criteria, the reduced trellises in Fig. 4 are
formed. Only eight out of 16 reduced trellises are shown in
Fig. 4, because the remaining eight are symmetrical to the ones
shown.

For the implementation of this type of sequence detector, a
smaller number of ACS units is needed. A minimal implemen-
tation of the 14-state EPR4 trellis contains the following:

• four four-way ACS units;
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Example of sharing two-way ACS between states 0 and 15. (b)
Example of sharing two-way ACS by using only input multiplexer.

• one three-way ACS unit;
• four two-way ACS units;
• two adders (one-way ACS).

The 14 states will be dynamically assigned to 11 ACS units,
which require additional multiplexers in the critical path and
control logic outside of the critical path.

This approach reduces the hardware complexity of the Viterbi
detector by approximately 50%. For example, the total number
of adders in ACS units is reduced to 29, compared with 64 in
the full trellis implementation.

For different sequences of inputs, different detector structures
are needed, as seen in Fig. 4. The requirements for the number
and size of ACS units for each state vary with different sample
sequences. The direct assignment plan for the states that share
the reduced set of ACS units would lead to a complicated con-
trol, resulting in significant overhead in multiplexer logic. The
multiplexers of different sizes, from two-way to five-way, would
be needed.

A. Simplified ACS Assignment

A simple solution is to add more resources besides the initial
four four-way, one three-way, four two-way ACS units, and two
adders. The straightforward assignment plan can be derived if
the symmetrical states (0 and 15, 1 and 14, 2 and 13, 3 and 12, 4
and 11, 6 and 9, 7 and 8) share the same resources. In this case,
a few branches are added back to the pruned trellis and some of
the ACS units are extended to accept more inputs. The minimum
solution requires four four-way, three three-way, three two-way
ACS units, and one adder.

In the proposed implementation, the branch metrics (BM)
and ACS units would be assigned together. This implementa-
tion eliminates the BM multiplexers in front of the ACS units.

Fig. 6. Reduced complexity detector structure.

Sharing of ACS units can be done by adding the multiplexers
both at the inputs and at the outputs of the ACS units. Because
the assignment is simple, only two control signals are needed
at the input and at the output, which will control 11 two-way
multiplexers at the input and 11 two-way demultiplexers at the
output. Because the states {0, 15}, {1, 14}, {2, 13}, {3, 12},
{4, 11}, {6, 9}, and {7, 8} share the same resources, the control
logic is based only on a single sample sign [Fig. 5(a)].

Moreover, the demultiplexers after ACS units can be elimi-
nated if the implementation is ACS-based, or assignment driven,
as opposed to being based on conventional states [Fig. 5(b)]
[31]. In this case, we are basing our detection on ACS units, not
on actual states. This is the reason why ACS units are named:
0/15, 15/0, 1/14, 2/13, 13/2, 3/12, 4/11, 11/4, 6/9, 9/6, 7/8. This
results in a slightly more complicated control of 11 two-way
multiplexers at the input. The resulting ACS assignment plan
is shown in Table III, and the detector architecture is shown in
Fig. 6.

A problem that arises by adding extra branches in the trellis
is that some of the states that generate them do not exist. Such
states should not be considered in the calculation of new states.
This can be done by adding a single validity tag bit to every state.
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TABLE III
ACS USAGEDEPENDING ON THEINPUT SAMPLE SIGNS WITH ADDED RESOURCES ANDSIMPLIFIED ASSIGNMENT. NUMBERSINDICATE THE SIZE OF THEACS UNIT

Invalid states could exist in cases in which two states share only
one ACS resource (states 1 and 14, 3 and 12, 7 and 8).

The reduced complexity detector has only four timing critical
four-way ACS units, which results in a much shorter intercon-
nect length. The speed penalty associated with adding the gate
that evaluates the tag bit and multiplexers is well compensated
for by reduced interconnect length in the ACS array.

The detector structure resulting from the assignment plan
using symmetric states is similar to the structure reported
in [27]. As described in Section II-D, the method in [27]
produces nonoptimal ACS sharing, which requires 12 trellis
states when applied to the TMTR-coded trellis. The addition
of extra branches back to the pruned trellis results in only one
multiplexing operation at the input of ACS, whereas for the
detector in [27], multiplexers are required at the input and at
the output of ACS units as well as in BM additions. Moreover,
the multiplexing operations at the input of ACS are relatively
complex.

The reduced complexity system was simulated to verify
the proper operation and to evaluate the possible loss in BER
compared with full implementation. The resulting comparison
of trellis-coded EPR4 channels, at a user density of 3.0,
implementing an 8/9 code and a full trellis from [11] with
stationary TMTR code with reduced trellis, is shown in Fig. 7.
A baseline performance is shown for the RLL-coded, rate

TABLE IV
REQUIRED SIZES AND OPERATIONS INACS UNITS

16/17 EPR4 detector. Simulations confirm that, indeed, there is
a small loss—below 0.3 dB—at lower SNRs, and virtually no
loss at higher SNR with BER lower than . Additive white
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Fig. 7. Comparison of BER versus SNR for trellis-coded EPR4 channels
(SNR levels are shown before equalization).

Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to the input of the analog
front end of the channel. SNR is defined as the zero-to-peak
amplitude of the input signal over the noise power within two
times the Nyquist bandwidth. BER curves are generated with
100 errors for each data point in the graph (i.e., bits are
exercised for BER at ). Fig. 8 demonstrates the perfor-
mance of the reduced complexity detector when used with an
error postprocessor. Four performance curves are shown; they
correspond to the following detectors:

1) E PR4 with stationary TMTR code, full trellis;
2) E PR4 with stationary TMTR code, reduced trellis;
3) E PR4 with stationary TMTR code, full trellis with ideal

postprocessing;
4) E PR4 with stationary TMTR code, reduced trellis with

ideal postprocessing.
All graphs are shown with rate 8/9 (16 : 18) codes; i.e., there

was no code-rate adjustment for eventual parity bits used to en-
hance the postprocessing. Postprocessing systems are denoted
EEPR in Fig. 8.

The ideal postprocessing is implemented in a simulator by
not counting errors of type [] and [ ], thus, assuming
ideal postprocessor performance. The purpose of this setup is
to verify the performance of the reduced complexity detector
in the presence of the error postprocessor. As seen from Fig. 8,
there is no performance degradation between full and reduced
trellis implementations with or without a postprocessor.

VI. A PPLICATION OF THEMETHOD TO OTHER PARTIAL

RESPONSECHANNELS

To demonstrate the wide application range of the proposed
method for reduction of detector complexity, it was applied to
several higher order PR channels suitable for application at
higher user densities. At higher user densities, channel BER
can be improved by employing a 32-state Viterbi detector that
corresponds to targets that better match the channel response.
The PR of type

(8)

matches the Lorentzian channel at a user density of 3.0. The
resulting target has 11 discrete signal levels [

Fig. 8. Comparison of BER versus SNR for full and reduced implementations
of a trellis-coded EPR4 channel with and without postprocessing.

Fig. 9. Performance comparison of the new [1 2 1] [2 1 1] target versus EPR4,
with trellis and RLL codes.

] and requires a 32-state Viterbi de-
tector. The dominant error events for this channel are [ ]
with a squared distance of 10, [ ] with squared distance
of 20, and a single bit error event with a squared distance of
22. Thus, the coding gain obtained by using the TMTR code
that eliminates all short-distance error events is 3.4 dB. With
code-rate loss accounted for, the new target demonstrates about
1.7 dB improvement over the EPR4 channel with a 16/17 RLL
code, or about 1 dB improvement with the use of the TMTR
code, as shown in Fig. 9.

Application of the QMTR code to the 32-state trellis perma-
nently eliminates two states (01010 and 10101) in every step,
as shown in Fig. 10(a). Application of the TMTR code to the
32-state trellis eliminates the states 01010 and 10101 as well as
two more states, but results in a step-by-step time varying struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and (c).

Using a two-step detector structure for both QMTR and
TMTR codes results in stationary trellises, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). Two states are removed in the case of the QMTR
code, and four states are removed when using a TMTR code re-
sulting in two possible trellis structures, as shown in Fig. 11(b)
and (c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. (a) Single-step trellis diagram with QMTR code, (b) single-step trellis diagram with TMTR code (version A), and (c) single-step trellis diagram with
TMTR code (version B).

The reduction method described in Section IV was applied
to the new target with a 16/18 TMTR code and a 16/17 QMTR
code. When the incoming sample is positive, any BM that cor-
responds to a target value of or below is removed from the
trellis. When the sample is negative, BMs that correspond to
targets 2 or above are eliminated. To demonstrate the effect of
trellis reduction in BER, the following test cases were selected:

1) new target with QMTR code (rate 16/17);
2) new target with TMTR code (rate 16/18);
3) new target with QMTR code with ideal postprocessing

(rate 8/9, assumes adding 3 bits for 6 bytes for required
parity for postprocessing);

4) new target with TMTR code with ideal postprocessing
(rate 48/58, assumes adding 4 bits for 6 bytes for required
parity for postprocessing).

All four of these cases were simulated twice with full and
with reduced complexity detectors. The results summarized
in Fig. 12 show no performance degradation in any of the
cases. The postprocessing operations are assumed ideal in the

simulations. Three error event types had simply been omitted
in error counting. The removed error patterns were as follows:

• in QMTR: ;
• in TMTR: .

To each data block of 6 user bytes, even and odd parity bits
are added with additional bits needed to avoid code constraint
violation.

VII. COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION

The implementation of a single-step EPR4 Viterbi detector
requires seven branch metrics units (BMU), 16 ACS units, and
16 survival registers. Each single-step ACS unit consists of two
adders and one comparator, usually implemented as a subtractor.
As the subtractors require only carry chain for implementation
of the comparison, they are less complex than adders. For full
two-step implementation, BMs are added together to form 39
different two-step BMs. A four-way ACS unit consists of four
adders and six parallel subtractors.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. (a) Two-step trellis diagram with QMTR code, (b) two-step trellis diagram with TMTR code (version A), and (c) two-step trellis diagram with TMTR
code (version B).

Fig. 12. Performance comparison of full versus reduced complexity
implementation for TMTR and QMTR codes with and without postprocessing.

Table I shows the number of adders and comparators required
and the equivalent sizes of one-, two-, three-, and four-way ACS
units, assuming the size of an adder is 1.5 times larger than that
of a comparator.

Table V shows that reduced complexity detector implements
the Viterbi algorithm at less than a 30% of hardware increase
from single-step while achieving two-step throughput. Full
two-step implementation is approximately 2.7 times bigger
than is single-step implementation.

To estimate the savings in hardware requirements when the
reduction method is applied to the PR (8), the following test
cases are selected:

1) stationary TMTR code with two-step detector;
2) QMTR code with two-step detector;
3) QMTR code with single-step detector.
Table VI shows the number of ACS units used with QMTR

and TMTR codes for single-step Viterbi implementation, where
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TABLE V
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON BETWEENDIFFERENTIMPLEMENTATIONS OFE PR4 DETECTORS

TABLE VI
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OFSINGLE-STEP DETECTORS FOR THENEW TARGET WITH DIFFERENTCODES

TABLE VII
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OFTWO-STEP DETECTORS FOR THENEW TARGET WITH DIFFERENTCODES

TMTR_A denotes the trellis used in the odd cycle and TMTR_B
denotes the trellis used in the even cycle. It also compares the
hardware complexity of the regular, single-step 32-state Viterbi

using a QMTR code with the reduced single-step structure and
shows that the reduced trellis method results in a 45% reduction
in size.
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The number of ACS units required and the estimated size of
different two-step detectors are shown in Table VII. The table
summarizes the complexities of the full two-step implementa-
tions and the savings that correspond to different codes. The re-
duced-complexity detector shows about a 45% reduction in size
for both QMTR and TMTR codes, compared with the full im-
plementation.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

The proposed method significantly reduces the implementa-
tion complexity of the Viterbi detector for high-order PR chan-
nels. This is achieved by eliminating less likely taken branches
from the trellis, in conjunction with applied trellis coding. The
elimination uses a simple method based on the sign of the input
sample. The smaller area and power of the detector, achieved
by using a simple assignment of ACS units, could be traded
for speed enhancement. System level simulations have shown
that there is no significant loss in BER when compared with full
trellis implementation. The method is demonstrated on a trellis-
coded EPR4 channel resulting in a 50% complexity reduction.
Similar complexity and performance results are achieved for
a 32-state detector that matches a different equalization target,
with different recording codes and detector implementations.
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